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Abstract—DDoS attack source traceback is an open and challenging problem. Deterministic packet marking (DPM) is a simple and
effective traceback mechanism, but the current DPM based traceback schemes are not practical due to their scalability constraint. We
noticed a factor that only a limited number of computers and routers are involved in an attack session. Therefore, we only need to mark
these involved nodes for traceback purpose, rather than marking every node of the Internet as the existing schemes doing. Based on
this finding, we propose a novel marking on demand (MOD) traceback scheme based on the DPM mechanism. In order to traceback to
involved attack source, what we need to do is to mark these involved ingress routers using the traditional DPM strategy. Similar to
existing schemes, we require participated routers to install a traffic monitor. When a monitor notices a surge of suspicious network
flows, it will request a unique mark from a globally shared MOD server, and mark the suspicious flows with the unique marks. At the
same time, the MOD server records the information of the marks and their related requesting IP addresses. Once a DDoS attack is
confirmed, the victim can obtain the attack sources by requesting the MOD server with the marks extracted from attack packets.
Moreover, we use the marking space in a round-robin style, which essentially addresses the scalability problem of the existing DPM
based traceback schemes. We establish a mathematical model for the proposed traceback scheme, and thoroughly analyze the
system. Theoretical analysis and extensive real-world data experiments demonstrate that the proposed traceback method is feasible
and effective.
Index Terms—Cybersecurity, IP traceback, packet marking, scalability
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INTRODUCTION

D

ISTRIBUTED Denial of Service (DDoS) attack remains an
open problem. The research in this field is usually categorized into detection [1], [2], mitigation [3], [4], and traceback [5], [6], [7]. There are various detection methods in
place, such as detection against mimicking attacks [2], [8]
and information theory based detection [9]. Based on detection, we are able to perform attack source traceback, and
traceback is a critical step to eliminate cyber attacks. An
overview of this research field could be found at a bookbrief
[10]. Due to the fact that most of cyber attacks are conducted
through botnets [2], [11], [12], we therefore use bots (compromised computers) and attack sources exchangeably in
this paper.
For simplicity, we first clarify the terminology in DDoS
attack and defence. As shown in Fig. 1, researchers usually
treat a DDoS attack diagram as a tree T , which roots at
the victim, V . The attack computers (bots) locate in LANs
behind a router or a gateway, which is denoted as L
(L stands for leaf). From L to V , it forms an attack path,
including the intermediate routers R1 ; R2 ; . . .. The current
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definition of DDoS attack source traceback (also known as
IP traceback or traceback) is identifying a node on an attack
path that is the closest one to L (ideally L). In other words,
IP traceback means to find the most far away routers on
attack pathes from the victim. Specific features of a given
DDoS attack are helpful to design detection and traceback
strategies. However, a general traceback method is highly
expected regardless of any attack characteristics.
The current dominant traceback mechanism is packet
marking, which includes two categories: Probabilistic packet
marking (PPM) [13], [14], [15], [16] and deterministic packet
marking (DPM) [6], [17], [18]. The basic idea is to inject marks
into the unused space of IPv4 head to trace the source of the
packet. Compared with the PPM mechanism, DPM is a better
mechanism for traceback as it is simple, accurate, low
demand on storage space and computing power. Besides
packet marking, there are also some other traceback methods, e.g., watermark based traceback method [19], [20].
However, the current available DPM schemes suffer a
critical disadvantage, scalability, which hinders its effective
application in practice. Therefore, the maximum number of
traceable sources is a major metric for various DPM schemes.
As described in [16], there are at least two million routers on
the Internet, and the current DPM schemes cannot cover all
the possible routers. Defenders can only trace 2,048 sources
in the original DPM scheme [17]. To date, the best result in
this aspect is 262,144 traceable sources from the flexible DPM
(FDPM) scheme [6]. This means we can only trace back
around 10 percent of the total possible attack sources
(in terms of routers) using the best available DPM scheme.
This desperate situation motivates us to tackle the problem.
A preliminary version of this work has been presented in [21].
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Fig. 1. An attack diagram and terms of distributed denial of service
attack.

The scalability problem of the current DPM schemes
roots in its static encoding mechanism. All the current DPM
schemes are designed under an implicit assumption: all
Internet routers are possibly involved in a DDoS attack.
Therefore, they assign a unique and static ID for each router
of the whole Internet. However, the available space in an
IPv4 packet head is limited, and cannot serve the needs of
encoding every Internet router a unique ID.
From our extensive study on DDoS attacks, we notice
two characteristics of DDoS attacks: 1) In terms of space,
most of the current DDoS attacks are organized by botnets
[2], [11], [12], and for an attack session, the number of bots
involved is at the hundreds or a few thousands level [22].
This means for an attack, there are only a small number of
routers are involved, and it is not necessary and a waste to
assign marks to the non-involved routers. 2) In terms of
time, a DDoS attack session is usually short, and the attack
frequency of a botnet is low [23]. Based on these two facts,
we only need to assign unique marks for the attack related
routers for a given attack session at a given time point. In
other words, we can take advantage of different space and
different time to significantly extend the scalability feature
of the DPM mechanism.
As we know, DDoS attacks usually accompany with a
surge of the number of packets addressed to victims. Due to
detection sensitivity, we can detect DDoS attacks only when
the increase of attack packets is sufficient. This phenomenon
is generally easy to catch at the victim end, but hard to
detect at the original LANs where bots seats. Especially, botnet writers are exhausting their skills to fly under the radar
using available tools, such as stepping stones, reflectors, IP
spoofing [1], [24], code obfuscation, memory encryption
[25], and peer-to-peer implementation technology [24], [26],
[27]. Therefore, a local DDoS detector may raise alarm when
it notices suspicious network flows, which may be a legitimate traffic or a DDoS attack.
In this paper, we propose a marking on demand (MOD)
scheme based on the DPM mechanism to dynamically
assign marking IDs to DDoS attack related routers to perform the traceback task. In the proposed framework, we set
up a global mark distribution server (MOD server). At every
local router or gateway of participant Internet domains, we
install a DDoS attack detector to monitor network flows.
When there appears suspicious network flows, the detector
requests unique IDs from the MOD server, and embeds the
assigned unique IDs to mark the suspicious flows. At the
same time, the MOD server deposits the IP address of
the request router and the assigned marks into its MOD
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database, respectively. Once a DDoS attack is confirmed,
the unique marks can be extracted from the attack packets.
We can search the MOD database to identify the IP
addresses of the attack sources using the marks.
We establish a mathematical model to represent the proposed traceback scheme, and analyze the effectiveness of
the MOD traceback method. Compared with the existing
DPM based traceback methods, the proposed one is featured a number of advantages, such as unlimited marking
space, single packet traceback, low storage and computing
demand. Our real world data set based experiments prove
that the proposed method is effective and feasible in practice. Moreover, the proposed method can be employed for
many other traceback applications, such as virus, spamming, and malware.
We note that any traceback is based on a successful
detection. In this paper, we focus on traceback and assume
detection methods are in place and effective.
The contributions from this paper are summarized as
follows:


We propose a feasible deterministic packet marking
scheme for DDoS attack source traceback. Compared with the existing traceback methods, the
proposed MOD scheme possesses a number of
advantages. First, it addressed the scalability problem of the current DPM schemes, and can traceback
to every possible attack source. Second, one packet
traceback is feasible through the proposed scheme.
Third, it offers defenders an opportunity to understand DDoS attacks in a global range, rather than a
single attack.
 We proved the effectiveness of the proposed traceback method in both theoretical analysis and real
world data set based experiments.
 The proposed framework makes it possible to
traceback to individual compromised computers,
rather than the current defined routers of attacking
computers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
survey the related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the MOD scheme and the comparison between the proposed scheme and the existing ones. System analysis of the
proposed traceback scheme is conducted in Section 4, followed by performance evaluation of the MOD scheme in
Section 5. Further discussion on the MOD scheme is offered
in Section 6. Finally, we summarize the paper and discuss
future work in Section 7.

2

RELATED WORK

The essential goal of DDoS attack is to deny the service of a
victim through a large volume of requests, such as sending
a large amount of ping requests to the victim, or massive
request to the victim for downloading large files. Early
DDoS attacks emerged around the year 2000, and wellknown web sites, such as CNN, Amazon and Yahoo, have
been the targets of hackers since then. The purpose of early
attacks was mainly for fun and curiosity about the technique. However, recently we have witnessed an explosive
increase in cyber attacks due to the huge financial or political rewards available to cyber attackers [1].
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Currently, major DDoS attacks are carried out by Botnets.
Hackers scan the whole Internet for vulnerable computers,
and then compromise them as bots. As a result, an overlay
network (botnet) of compromised computers is established,
and controlled by botnet masters to commit malicious activities, such as DDoS attacks or information phishing [1], [28].
A DDoS attack can be carried out in various forms, such as
flooding packets or synchronization attacks. A recent book
by Yu overviews various aspects of DDoS attack and
defence in cyberspace [10].
The current dominant traceback mechanism is packet
marking, which includes two categories: PPM and DPM. In
the IPv4 packet head, there are some unused bits, which are
usually 16, 17, 19 or 24 bits for different underlay protocols
[6]. Network operators can embed special marks or IDs in
these available space for traceback purpose. Besides the
packet marking mechanism, there are also other mechanisms, such as network traffic based traceback [7]. As they
are not directly related to this paper, we do not discuss
about them here.
The PPM strategy was firstly proposed in [13], and then
further improved by researchers, such as in [16]. The basic
idea of the PPM scheme is that at the network operator controlled domain, where the victim locates, special marks are
injected into the available packet space for incoming packets
with a probability at all routers of their domain. At the victim end, we can establish an attack tree based on the
received marked packets, and identify the attack sources
based on the attack tree. In order to establish a reliable
attack tree, we have to accumulate a large number of
marked packets, which causes a challenge on storage and
computing power at the victim end. Moreover, the PPM
scheme can only trace to the nodes within its domain, which
are usually far away from the attacking bots.
Different from the PPM method, the DPM scheme
deploys a deterministic method and tries to mark packets at
routers that are the closest to attack sources (ideally, at the
router of the LAN where bots stay). This scheme was firstly
proposed by Belenky and Ansari [17]. They noticed that the
PPM mechanism can only solve large flooding attacks, and it
was not applicable for attacks consisted of a small number of
packets. Therefore, they proposed a deterministic packet
marking method for IP traceback. The basic idea was that at
the initial router of an information source, the router embedded its IP address into the packet by chopping the router’s IP
into two segments with 17 bits each (16 bits for half of the IP
address and 1 bit worked as index). As a result, the victim
can trace which router the packets came from.
Scalability is always a critical metric of the DPM
schemes. Jin and Yang [29] improved the ID coding of the
deterministic packet marking scheme using redundant
decomposition of the initial router IP address. For an IP
address, they divided them into three redundant segments,
0-13 bits, 9-22 bits, and 18-31 bits, and then five different
hash functions were applied on the three segments to create
five results. The resulting eight segments are recorded in
the outgoing packets randomly. The victim could reassemble the source router IP using the packets it had received.
Furthermore, Xiang et al. [6] noticed the scalability disadvantage of the original DPM scheme, and proposed a
FDPM method to traceback attack sources. They deployed a
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flexible mark length strategy to match different network
environments, and the marking length varied from 16, 19 to
24 bits depending on the underneath network protocols.
Moreover, they also designed a flexible flow-based marking
scheme to adaptively change the marking rate according to
the workload of a participating router in the scheme. The
FDPM significantly improved the maximum number of
traceable sources. For example, for the FDPM-19 and
FDPM-24 schemes, they can trace to 8,192 and 262,144 sources, respectively. While the original DPM scheme can only
trace to 2,048 sources.
Another interesting traceback method is watermark
based strategy. Wang et al. [19] proposed to modulate
watermarks into the time interval of a sequence of IP packets at the source side. On the other hand, the receiver can
extract the watermark, and further identify the source of the
packets. Jia et al. [20] proposed a simple single flow-based
scheme to detect the existence of these kind of watermarks
in the flow of anonymous communication systems.
Moore et al. [30] employed a network telescope technology to observe DDoS activities at a given part of the Inter1
of the whole IPv4 address space. They collected
net, 256
DDoS attack data for a three year period. Based on their 22
data traces, they found that the average attack event frequency is 24.5/hour. If we extend the observation to the
whole Internet, then the average attack event frequency is
around 6,272 (24:5  256) per hour. At the same time, they
found that the attack durations were relatively short: 60 percent of attacks were less than 10 minutes, and 80 percent
were less than 30 minutes. Among all attacks, the highest
probability of durations were five minutes (10.8 percent of
attacks) and 10 minutes (9.7 percent of attacks). We will use
these key statistics for our experimental part.
In order to estimate the attack power of a DDoS attack,
we need to know the size of botnets. However, the research
in this part is not that active as attack data is sensitive and
hard to obtain from industry. Some reports that the footprint of the Torpig botnet is 182,800, and the median and
average size of the Torpigs live population is 49,272 and
48,532, respectively [28]. Our recent collected data set of
Conficker indicates that the size of a botnet could be as large
as 2,201,183. As we know, bots are compromised computers, due to various reasons (e.g., system reinstallation,
power off, anti-virus patching, and so on), the number of
active bots of a given botnet is actually far less than their
size or footprint. Rajab et al. [22] found that that the number
of active bots for a given botnet is usually at the hundreds
or a few thousands level. We will also use this information
in our experimental part as well.

3

THE PROPOSED TRACEBACK METHOD

In this section, we firtly present the proposed marking on
demand framework and the work flow of the proposed
defence and traceback method, then we compare the MoD
scheme against the existing DPM schemes.

3.1 The Marking On Demand Traceback Scheme
As aforementioned, we focus on traceback, rather than
attack detection, and we assume detection methods are in
place and effective.
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using the unique marks. This attack source information can
be shared with public or specific users.
A detailed work flow of the proposed traceback method
is presented as follows.
1)

Fig. 2. The framework of the marking on demand scheme for DDoS
attack traceback.

As network traffic is an effective metric for DDoS attack
detection, we therefore use it in this paper for detection. Of
course, we can use any detection method in practice, and it
will not impact our traceback process.
For simplicity, for a given router, we define the
network layer packets that share the same destination
address as a network flow or a flow. We call a DDoS attack
flow as an attack flow.
Based on this definition, if there are multiple bots within a
domain or local area networks, then we treat all the packets to
a victim as one network flow. Due to the aggregation nature
of attack packets, the magnitude of an attack flow increases
when we observe the attack flows closer to the victim.
The system diagram of the proposed marking on demand
framework is shown in Fig. 2. There is an attack path from an
attack source, router Rs , to intermediate routers Rk ,Rj ,Ri ,
and then the victim. It is possible that not every router on the
attack path join the traceback scheme. We suppose Rk ,Rj ,Ri
are participate routers, namely they have installed the
related DDoS attack detector, possess the capability of packet
marking, and the related communication capability that we
proposed in the new scheme. The source router Rs may or
may not participate in the traceback scheme. The goal of the
proposed system is to traceback to attack source Rs as close
as possible, and ideally, traceback to Rs .
In the proposed framework, we set up a global MOD
server, which assigns unique marks responding to requests.
Moreover, the MOD server also possesses a web based database, which stores the mark information for possible information retrieval.
Due to the detection sensibility or threshold, router Rk
may not be able to notice the possible attack. With the aggregation of attack flows (they may come from different attack
pathes), router Rj may be able to detect a surge of flows, but
cannot confirm the attack, therefore, Rj treats it as suspicious flows, and sets off the alarm and starts the packet
marking procedure. With the increasing magnitude of
attack flows, finally, router Ri confirms the attack (in the
worst case, the victim detects the attack).
Once an attack has been confirmed, the detecting router,
e.g., Ri , will notify the MOD server with the marks that it
extracted from the marked packets (they could be marked
by Rs or Rj ). The MOD server can then update its database
to identify the earliest marking router on an attack path

When there is a suspicious surge of network flows,
the detector (e.g., Rj in Fig. 2) checks the marking
space of the packets of the suspicious flows. If it is
marked, then ignore it. If it is not marked, then submits a request to the MOD server for a unique mark
(step 1 in the diagram).
2) The MOD server identifies a unique mark to serve
the request, and deposits the related information
(the mark, request source IP address, time stamp)
into its database (step 2 in the diagram).
3) The detector (e.g., Rj in Fig. 2) uses the assigned
mark to pad the suspicious passing flows at the
available marking fields.
4) As the magnitude of attack flows gets sufficient, a
downstream detector (e.g., Ri in Fig. 2) is able to
identify the attack. The detector Ri will notify the
MOD server about the attack with the unique marks.
The MOD server will set this information in its database. Moreover, the detector will also notify the system monitor of the victim domain with the attack
and its related unique marks. (step 3 in the diagram).
5) When the monitor performs the traceback task, it
queries the IP addresses related to the unique marks
that it received (step 4 in the diagram).
6) The MOD server checks its database about the
marks, and responds the request with the related IP
addresses. In this way, the monitor knows the attack
sources and related action could be taken to counter
the attack (step 5 in the diagram).
If a large number of domains participate in the traceback
system, meaning installing the software of DDoS detection
and packet marking functions, then we can traceback to the
real source domain with one marked attack packet with a
high probability.

3.2 Comparison on the Marking Schemes
In this section, we show the difference of the proposed
marking scheme from the existing ones. We take two major
DPM schemes from the literature, one is the refined version
of the original DPM scheme [18], and another one is the typical and the most scalable FDPM scheme [6].
The available marking length in an IPv4 header is quite
important for the performance of every DPM based schemes.
In general, there are three possible units of an IPv4 packet:
Fragment ID (16 bits), Reserved Flag (1 bit), and type of service (TOS in short, 8 bits). The original DPM scheme used
17 bits for marking (Fragment ID and Reserved Flag), and
the FDPM scheme used 24 bits (Fragment ID and TOS) as a
maximum length, and 16 bits (Fragment ID) as the least
length. We refer reader to [17], [18], and [6] for the reasons
why these space can be used for marking.
For the sake of comparison, we take the marking length
as 24 bits as the maximum and 16 bits as the minimum for
MOD scheme in our analysis and comparison. In general,
we use variable l to represent the length of the available
markable space.

The maximum traceable sources of the MOD scheme
depends on variable d,
maxfNtr g ¼ 2l ¼ 2d :

(5)

Combining
equation (1), (4) and (2), the proposed MOD
0
0
scheme is 2a þs times better by its own in terms of marking
efficiency.
A general qualitative comparison among the MOD
scheme, the DPM scheme and the FDPM scheme are summarized as in Table 1.

4

SYSTEM ANALYSIS ON THE MOD SCHEME

In this section, we establish a mathematical model for the
proposed traceback scheme, and analyze the system with
the solid knowledge of botnets and DDoS attack features.
We mainly focus on the number of traceable sources and
storage cost.
As show in Fig. 3, for a given available marking space l, in
the DPM and the FDPM schemes, the available marking
0
space is split into three parts: d (d for ID) bits are employed to
0
denote a unique ID for a ingress router, and a (a for address)
bits are used to carry a part of the IP address of the marking
0
router, and s (s for sequence) bits are deployed to indicate
the sequence of the partial IP address. It is obvious that
0

0

0

l¼a þd þs:

(1)

The constraints of equation (1) are
8 0
a
>
>
< 0
d
0
s
>
>
: s0
2






1
1
2
0
a:

(2)

The maximum traceable sources Ntr is decided by the
0
variable d as follows:
0

0

0

maxfNtr g ¼ 2d ¼ 2la s :

(3)

For the DPM methods, suppose l ¼ 17, then maxNtr ¼
0
0
0
2; 048 for d ¼ 11, a ¼ 1, and s ¼ 5 following the constraints
in (2). It is obvious that it cannot cover all the possible
routers on the Internet. At the same time, the minimum cost
for this is that a victim has to collect at least 32 marked packets from the same source.
In the proposed MOD scheme, we target on single packet
traceback, and all the available marking space is used for
source marks. As shown in Fig. 3, we have
l ¼ d:

(4)

4.1 Traceable Sources
The maximum traceable sources is unlimited of the proposed traceback framework as we use the available marking
space 2l in a round robin fashion. However, we expect to
know the related features of the MOD scheme, such as periodicity of mark usage. In order to achieve the goal, we firstly
figure out how many routers to be traced for one attack session, and then how many routers to be traced in the environment of the whole Internet.
For a given time point t, we suppose that
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TABLE 2
Statistics for Conficker Distribution in Terms of Domain
Names at the Three Top Level Domains

TABLE 3
The Approximation of a and C in Three Top Level Domains

Number of botnets Largest botnet Smallest botnet
top level
level 1
level 2

462
20,104
96,756

2,201,183
1,718,306
1,714,283

1
1
1

example for the study of this paper. We count the number of
bots in terms of domain names at three different domain
levels: the top level, level 1, and level 2, respectively. Some
statistics of the data set are listed in Table 2.
In this paper, we use the Zipf distribution as an instance
of power law [34], [35]. Suppose all the bots are distributed
in n domains, and the domains are sorted in terms of number of bots. Let x be the ranking of a domain, then we have
the following probability.
a

Prfx ¼ ig ¼ C  i ;

C  ja ¼ 1:

a
n
C

Top domains

Level 1 domains

Level 2 domains

1.140
462
0.2164

1.112
20104
0.1567

1.091
96756
0.1320

also present the theoretical output based on the parameters
from Table 3.
From Fig. 4, we can see that the main body of the three
scale measures are roughly straight lines. Especially, Fig. 4c
fits the theory perfectly.
Furthermore, we suppose the smallest botnet has MðtÞ
bots, and let jKðtÞj be the maximum number of random variable KðtÞ at time t. Following the definition again, we have
PrfX ¼ jKðtÞjg ¼ C  jKðtÞja ¼

(6)

where a is a positive parameter, C is a constant. From the
definition of power law, we know
n
X
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(7)

j¼1

In this distribution, a and n are the critical parameters.
Based on our data sets, we extract these two parameters and
calcualted the related parameter C, and present the results
in Table 3.
As aforementioned, we use BðtÞ to represent the size of a
botnet, then Bi ðtÞð1  i  jKðtÞjÞ follows Zipf distribution.
Currently, the common method of measuring a power
law distribution is to draw a loglog diagram of probability
against ranking. We further present the data sets in a loglog
format in Figs. 4a, 4b and 4c, respectively. Moreover, we

MðtÞ
:
BðtÞ

(8)

From equation (8), we obtain
a1 ln CBðtÞ
:
MðtÞ

jKðtÞj ¼ e

(9)

From Table 2, we can see that MðtÞ ¼ 1, then equation (9)
can be simplified as
1

jKðtÞj ¼ ea ln CBðtÞ :

(10)

In practice, if jKðtÞj, a and MðtÞ are known, We can estimate the total number of bots in an attack session as follows:
BðtÞ ¼

jKðtÞj
MðtÞ X 1

:
jKðtÞja i¼1 ia

(11)

We now extend our analysis to attack circumstance in the
whole Internet. For a given time t, let random variable AðtÞ

Fig. 4. Power law distribution of Conficker botnet in the top three levels of domain names with theoretical comparison.
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be the number of ongoing attacks on the whole Internet, and
random variable DðtÞ for the attack duration for attacks.
Then the number of routers to be traced at a given time
point t is
Ntr ðtÞ ¼ AðtÞ  KðtÞ:

TI ðtÞ ¼

2l
 DðtÞ
AðtÞ  KðtÞ

(13)

Based on Wald Theorem, we have
E½TI ðtÞ ¼

2l
 E½DðtÞ;
E½AðtÞ  E½KðtÞ

where E½ is the expectation.
As we use the marks in a repeated way, there is a possibility that two ongoing attack sessions share the same mark
if one of them is a long time attack, meaning its duration is
longer or equal to TI ðtÞ. In other words, suppose there are J
different attack sessions within the time interval TI ðtÞ, there
is no problem if the following holds
Dj ðtÞ < TI ðtÞ; 8j 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Jg:

(15)

In the case that condition (15) does not hold, then we will
have false positive (a router is not an attack source, but
treated as an attack source) and false negative (a source is
an attack source at this moment, but treated as not) in our
traceback processing.

4.2 Storage Analysis
For all DPM based traceback schemes, each participating
router needs to store the marked packets for extracting the
unique marks of sources. As a result, the storage demand
on routers is also an important metric for various DPM
schemes. We note that we ignore the storage issue of the
MOD server as it is not a problem in terms of databases.
This problem is usually modeled as the coupon collection
problem, which is explained as follows. Suppose there are n
ðn ¼ 1; 2; . . .Þ unique coupons to be collected. In order to collect all of the them, the total coupons that we have to collect
is expressed as follows.


1
1
1
þ
þ  þ þ 1 :
n
n n1
2

(16)

0

In our case, n ¼ 2s , the storage cost (denoted as Ns ) for
the existing DPM schemes is
Ns ¼ 2

s

0




1
þ  þ þ 1 :
0 þ
0
2
2s
2s  1
1

1

Scheme

DPM-17
FDPM-16
FDPM-24
MOD-16
MOD-17
MOD-24

5
(14)

(17)

For the proposed MOD attack source traceback scheme,
we only need one marked attack packet to complete the
traceback task, namely, Ns ¼ 1. However, it takes far more
than one storage space for existing DPM schemes.
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TABLE 4
Quantity Comparison Among the Proposed MOD Scheme
with the DPM Scheme and the FDPM Scheme

(12)

Then the time interval that we complete one round of the
marking space is

VOL. 65,

Maximum
traceable
source
211
210
218
unlimited
unlimited
unlimited

Marked
packet
required
32
32
32
1
1
1

Storage
required
129.87
129.87
129.87
1
1
1

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct performance evaluation for the
proposed MOD traceback scheme, mainly compared to the
DPM and the FDPM schemes.
First of all, we expect to show the improvement of the
proposed MOD scheme compared to its peers, the DPM
and FDPM schemes.
Based on our previous theoretical analysis, we are able
to compare the three DPM based traceback schemes. As
the maximum number of traceable sources is a critical
metric for deterministic packet marking schemes, we
obtain the numerical results for the three DPM based
schemes with different length of marking space, including
the maximum number of traceable sources, number of
marked packet needed to achieve maximum traceable
source, and the storage cost to achieve the goal. The results
are presented in Table 4.
From Table 4, we can see that in terms of maximum number of traceable sources, the MOD scheme is unlimited as
we use the marks in a round robin fashion, which addressed
the scalability problem of the DPM and the FDPM schemes.
In the DPM and the FDPM scheme, they need 32 marked
attack packets to calculate the attack source in order to
achieve their maximum number of traceable sources. However, in the proposed MOD scheme, we can traceback to the
source with single packet.
In terms of storage cost, we can see that the proposed
1
of the storage cost of the
scheme only needs around 129:87
DPM or the FDPM schemes.
We achieve unlimited traceback sources using the marks
in a round robin style. In order to see the feasibility of the
proposed method, we set our experiments in the global
Internet scenario, which is represented by Fig. 2. Moreover,
we need examine it with the characteristics of DDoS attacks
in a global circumstance.
We summarize the key statistics of DDoS attacks in a
global scenario from highly referred literature [22], [23], and
present them in Table 5.
From the statistics, we know the average DDoS attack
duration is about 5 minutes, then one critical question is in
a global environment, how long will it last for us to use up
the unique marks in one round, namely, what it will be for
TI in practice.
In order to answer the question, we firstly need to know
how many attack sources (routers) are there in an attack session. From Table 2, it is reasonable to say the smallest botnet
has only one bot. Moreover, from Table 5, we know that the
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TABLE 5
Key Statistics on DDoS Attack Characteristics
Feature
Value

Attack frequency [23]

Attack duration [23]

Attack rate [23]

Bots per attack session [22]

105/minute

5 minutes

500 pkts/s

1000 - 2000

total number of bots in one attack session is around a few
thousands level. Combining with the values of a that we
extracted from the Conficker data set (shown in Table 2), we
therefore can plot the relationship as in Fig. 5.
From Fig. 5, we can see that there is a nearly linear relationship between the number of maximum routers to be
traced and the total number of attacking bots in an attack
session. In particular, we can see that for the current scale
of a botnet (with a few thousands bots), its bots are
roughly distributed in around 200 domains. In other
words, there are roughly 200 attack sources (routers) for a
DDoS attack session.
Furthermore, base on our analysis on TI (equation (14))
and the statistics of DDoS from Table 5, we can estimate the
time interval that we complete one run of using all the
marks. In this case, the length of marking space, could be
16, 17, or 24 bits, is a critical factor. We therefore represent
them in Figs. 6a, 6b, and 6c, respectively.
First of all, we look at the most strict condition, Fig. 6a
(l ¼ 16), we can see that for botnets with around 1,500 active
bots, we obtain TI 20 minutes, which is sufficiently
greater than the average attack duration, 5 minutes. Even
for the case that all the botnets possess 3,000 active bots
respectively, we have TI > 10 minutes. We still have a reasonable buffer from the 5 minutes threshold.
Similarly, from Fig. 6b (l ¼ 17), and Fig. 6c (l ¼ 24), we
can see that TI 40 minutes, 5; 000 minutes (around three
and a half days), respectively. Comparative, we have a better, or much better accuracy than l ¼ 16 case.
Based on the available knowledge of DDoS attacks, long
time attacks are rare as it will uncover botnets, and therefore
threaten the sustainability of the botnets.
Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed traceback
scheme is feasible and effective in practice.

6

In this paper, we mainly focus on proposing a new traceback method to overcome the scalability problem in DPM
based schemes, and demonstrating the effectiveness and
feasibility of the MOD scheme. However, there are several
other important aspects that we do not discuss in this paper.
We list them here for interested readers.








7

Fig. 5. The relationship between the number of total bots in an attack
session and the number of routers to be traced.

FURTHER DISCUSSION

In the proposed MOD scheme, the MOD server is a
critical component. Hackers may collaborate to disable or degrade the availability of the MOD server,
e.g., using DDoS attacks. How to counter this kind of
attack is an important issue for us. Preliminarily, we
may use a distributed MOD system to counter
attacks, or employ available DDoS mitigation methods to archive the same goal, such as mitigate DDoS
attacks on MOD server by hosting the server in
cloud, and take the advantage of cloud resource to
beat DDoS attacks. Interested readers can refer to
our recent work [4].
Due to the huge amount of attack information in the
MOD database, it is also a challenge on the performance of information retrieval from victims or other
potential clients. Once again a distributed system of
the MOD scheme can address this problem.
As we have seen, one disadvantage of the proposed
traceback method is the false positive and false negative issue cause by long time attacks. However, we
can solve this problem by extending the length of
marking space. For example, employing the existing
mark coding techniques to divide a unique mark
into multiple packet [6], [29]. Of course, this will
increase the cost for traceback.
We may be able to traceback to each and every possible bots in a global scenario by extending the proposed MOD scheme.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a feasible DDoS attack source
traceback scheme, the marking on demand scheme, based
on the deterministic packet marking mechanism. In general,
the proposed scheme fundamentally addresses the scalability problem of the existing DPM based traceback schemes.
As a result, we can traceback every attack source (router) on
the Internet, which is impossible for the previous traceback
schemes. Our theoretical analysis and real world data set
based experiments demonstrate that the proposed scheme
is feasible.
In regards to future work, we first plan to extend the
current work to improve the availability of the MOD server
itself as it is a centralized system. Second, we expect
to extend the proposed scheme to trace back to each
every attack computer (but) by using multiple packets for

marking coding. Thirdly, a thorough investigation on the
MOD system is desired, such as the false positive rate and
false negative rate of the MOD scheme. Finally, a real system prototype is planed to examine the efficiency of the proposed scheme in practice in the near future.
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